Topic Sentences

A Topic Sentence:
• Is a statement at the beginning of each body paragraph
• Indicates the topic of the entire paragraph
• Reflects one of the main points of the thesis statement

Organizational Elements of a Topic Sentence

Main Point + Details
An effective topic sentence expands on a main thesis point by including details and explanation. It has two organizational purposes: it must relate back to the thesis statement and it must summarize the paragraph.

Topic Sentence Examples
An effective topic sentence is like a mini-thesis statement for each paragraph.

Example Thesis: Health-conscious individuals should consider substituting strawberries for desserts because strawberries are healthy, sweet, and versatile.

A well-written topic sentence that might follow this thesis statement should include the first main point: strawberries are healthy.

Example Topic Sentence: Strawberries are a healthy substitute for desserts because they have a much lower carbohydrate count and are rich in nutrients and fiber. Notice that the topic sentence includes the first main point of the thesis statement, but expands on the idea with further details.

Main point derived from thesis: Strawberries are a healthy substitute for desserts
Details that define the subject of the paragraph: because they have a much lower carbohydrate count and are rich in nutrients and fiber

Example Topic Sentence: Strawberries are an enjoyable substitute for desserts because their sweet, tangy, juicy taste can satisfy a craving for sugar.

The rest of the paragraph should be about how the sweet taste of strawberries compares to sugary desserts. The main points that relate to the health benefits of strawberries or the variety of ways to eat them would not be mentioned, because they would be discussed in different paragraphs.